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The theoretical description of the hyperon nonleptonic decays has been reexa
mined by using recently calculated next-to-leading QCD corrections. 

1. Introduction 

Aim of this article is the critical investigation of our understanding, or lack 
of it, of hyperon nonleptonic decays. An attempt will be made to pin point the 
basic theoretical ingredients, in, quoting from a textbook 1> : 

>> ... analysis of the J v = 1/2 + hyperon decays carried out on this basis [ mea
ning Shifman et al. Hamiltonian 2>] yields results in good agreement with experi
ment (Tadic and Trampetic 81).<< 

Above quoted reference3 > was only a finishing step in a walk which has star
ted earlier4>. 

Furthermore, once the basic quark structure of the weak Hamiltonian and 
of the hadrons was understood, such type of approach did suggest itself to any 
competent researcher in the field 5 >. Another texbook6> gives all the credict to 
Ref. 5 (whose methods parallel the ones used in Refs. 3 and 4.) 

This partial success (See Table 1 below, which illustrates agreement with 
experimental data) was certainly helped by the octet enhancement 7> contained in 
Shifman et al. Hamiltonian 2 > (See formula (21) below). 

However, this took into account only >>hard-gluon<< exchanges (with energies 
> 1 GeV). It is plausible that >>soft-gluon<< effects, which might be of central im-
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portance, were somehow accounted for by LSZ reduction formalism and by the 
symmetry ( or better anti-symmetry) properties 8 > of the hyperon wave functions. 
The LSZ reduction formalism is associated with often used, but never really theo
retically proved, >>current-algebra<< (See Marshak et al. textbook9>). Suitable con
tinuation from current-algebra zero-pion-momentum (q = 0) limit, was also in
volved. It is somewhat disturbing that the same combination seems to work poorly 
in the case of meson decays K --+ 2n10>. 

The enhanced influence of the penguin terms 1•2>, as discussed below, might 
improve the theoretical description of the meson decays. Unfortunately the same 
enhancement (See Table 1 below) seems to unbalance the theoretical description 
of the hyperon nonleptonic decays. All such statements must always be made 
with some caution. The theoretical scheme, which will be discussed here, con
tains numerous terms and contributions, which do combine in a rather compli
cated way. 

Direct, lattice-gauge based calculations of K --+ 2n decays, seem to stress 
the importance of the soft-gluon corrections (So called eye-diagrams) which are 
not properly included in the outlined scheme. Such might be also the case with 
hyperon nonleptonic decays, where one has gone as far as possible by using appro
ximate methods2• 8• 9 > to handle QCD corrections further progress will most 
likely depend on the development of methods for more exact handling of QCD 
influences. 

Present qualitative successes, if they can be called that, followed from the 
discovery of the basis QCD ingredients: quarks and gluons. Such structural know
ledge led to the improvement over older attempts which contained such general 
dynamical ideas as pole-terms, SU (3)-flavour properties and or current algebra 
formalism9>. Here the calculation of QCD effects is still based 3- 5 > on those old 
approximative descriptions of strong dynamics. 

2. Brief outline of the theoretical methods 

Only main features and results, which are needed for the discussion of the 
present understanding of hyperon nonleptonic decays, are described here. For 
full details the reader is refered to the original papers2• 4• 5 • 11 -15 >. 

The effective weak Hamiltonian, valid for the energies small in comparison 
with the intermediate vector boson mass, is 

112 

- 6 

Hw = V2GF sin ec cos ec 1: c,o, 
i=l 

(2.1) 
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Here SU (4) and SU (3) flavour contents are indicated. 

The QCD corrected values2 > of the C1 coefficients reflect the short range 
corrections. They are for example 3> : 

C1 = -2.538 

C4 = 0.411 

C2 = 0.080 

Cs
= -0.080 

C3 = 0.082 

c6 = -0.021. 
(2.2) 

They should be compared with the >>bare<< values, obtained from the basic electro
weak Hamiltonian 

C1 = -1 C2 = 0.2 C3 = 0.133 
(2.3) 

C4 = 0.666 Cs = 0 c6 = o. 

The values (2.2) were obtained2 • 7 > in the one loop approximation, which already 
lead to the discovery of the important >>penguin<< operators O s and 06 • Recent 
improved calculation 1 6), based on two-loop expansion, and including next-to
leading QCD corrections, gave even larger enhancement of the L1I = 1/2 (SU (3) 
octet) 0 1 operator. A convenient measure for thes enhancement is the ratio C = 
= IC1 /C4 j which is for (2.2) values 

C = 6.18. 

According to Ref. 16 the next-to-leading QCD corrections can increase this value 
by about 40%, i. e. to about 

C R::i 8.65. 

The influence of the >>penguins<< 0 5 and O 6 is also increased: A fourfold enhance
ment (P = 4) of the penguins is almost enough to explain K -+  2n decays, using 
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the same theoretical schemes. One calculation 1> has obtained satisfactory agree
ment with the experiment for P = 5.92. 

However, as it will be discussed below, it might spoil the description of the 
hyperon nonleptonic decays. 

In the calculation of the hyperon-nonleptonic-decay amplitudes one includes 
various contributions. Parity-violating decay amplitudes A receive contributions 
Ac from current-algebra commutator terms, as for example 

c (3=-)- -1- ( l ax0A ) 
A �: -y;;GF 

V2a�+p , - GF L) • L) 

GF = �v= cos Cle sin Cle, 
2 2 

axoA = ( �) 
112 

{-12C 1 (a+ b) + ( C6 - �Cs) [3 (a - a') - (9b -b')]}. 

avp = � [-18C 1 (a+ b) + ( C6 - : Cs) (3� - 13b) J. (2.4) 

Here a, b, a' and b' are integrals over quark wave functions which are defined in 
Ref. 3. It is important to note that only the operators 0 1 , Os and 06 contribute. 
This is due to the fact that the baryon (i. e. hyperon) states are antisymmetric in 
quark operators 1 8 >. Among all left-left operators, which can be transformed in 
itself by Fierz-transformation, only the operator O 1 has the right symmetry
properties. The vanishing of the matrix elements 

(Bf JOiJ Bi) = aBtBf i = 2, 3, 4 (2.5) 

leads to the L1I = 1/2 selection rule, which in the old times9> was considered as 
an empirical property of the hyperon-nonleptonic-decay amplitudes. It turns out 
that this is somewhat more specific. Only the SU ( 4) 20" representation contri
butes, while the other L1I = 1/2 pieces (02, 03) do not. 

Such ideal L1I = 1/2 selection rule is to some extent broken by the separable 
terms in which two by two quark fields are sandwiched between baryon states, as 
for example 
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. (E: )- V2 - ()� (15 - 3F) (ms + m,1.) bz-A
) B 

L
+ -3 GF/11 V 3 _ -· 
0 (D - F) (mr, + mP) bbP 

bl-,1. = [-c 1 + 2(C2 + C3 + C4) -( C6 + {�cs) (m., + m 11�fmd + m 11)]' 

b�+
p 

= [ C 1 - 2 (C2 + C3 - 2C4) + ( C6 + �
6 Cs) (m. + ::) (2md) ]. 

Current quark masses, used by Ref. 3, do break the SU (2) (isospin) symmetry 

mu
= 4.2 MeV; md = 1.5 MeV; m. = 150 MeV. (2.7) 

It should be mentioned that this separable terms can be replaced by vector meson 
pole terms (for A ) and by K - meson pole terms (for B) 3• 1 1 > �eading to some
what different estimate of essentially the same quantity. 

The main contributions to the B amplitudes comes from baryon pole terms, 
which depend on the same matrix elements (2.5) as the A contributions. For 
example 

BP (E:) = -gGF (m + m,1.) [ 
asoA �_!__ + as-r.+ 2d 

] 
x V-2mx

(mx -m,1.) v1 (m,g-mr; ) (mr,+mA) ' 

P ( +) ' G mr; + mv ( 1 f ) B Lo 
= ,g F ar,+p -2 -- . mr, - mP mP mr, 

(2.8) 

The calculations based on various quark models 3• 1 8> reproduced always correctly 
the relative signs of the hyperon-decay amplitudes. This was also the case with 
the relative magnitudes of the various amplitudes, as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I. 

Amplitude I MIT-bag3> I HO quark 3> I Chiral 1 8'-bagl 
1 

model model I model 
106 A (A�) 0.21 

I 
0.21 0.25 I 106 A (E:) -0.43 -0.42 -0.46 10 6 A (�t) -0.38 -0.38 -0.42 I 106 A C:E:) 0.49 0.49 0.43 

I 106 A (l:!) 0 0 3 . 10- 3 

I I 106 B (A0_) 1.81 1.81 106 B (8:) 
I 

0.94 1.18 106 B (l:?,) 2.00 1.93 10 6 B (l: :) 
I 

-0.41 -0.29 
I 106 B (l:+) 2.53 2.54 

Hypcron nonleptonic decay amplitudes. 
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Higher--order3
• 

1 6' QCD 
0.49 -0.78 -0.66 0.84 0 

3.68 0.062 2.77 -0.90 3.12 

I 

I 

Expt. 19 > 
0.32 -0.44 -0.32 0.42 10 .10- 3 

2.16 1.45 2.60 -0.14 4.13 
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All technical details can be found in the appropriate references which are 
indicated in the table. Other formally related approaches 5 •2 0> did lead to the 
equivalent results. 

It is interesting to estimate the influence of the next-to-leading QCD correc
tions and enhanced penguins. Instead of the set (2.2) of C1 coefficients one 
can use 

C 1 = 2.96 

C4 = 0.342 

C2 = 0.071 

C 5 = -0.32 

C3 = 0.062 

c6 = -0.084. 
(2.9) 

The results are shown in the fifth column (labeled: Higher order QCD) in 
Table l .  In general the agreement is somewhat poorer (especialy for A ampltudes) 
than in the earlier estimates3 •

4•5• 18>. 
The calculational scheme, which is presented in this chapter, is not the most 

general one. There might be and there have been investigated 12 -15>, the contri
butions due to 1/2 +*, 1;2-* and 3/2 +* baryon-pole terms. Probably one should 
not neglect the instanton induced terms 21 • 22>. All these additional corrections and 
associated theoretical difficulties will be discussed below. It is not imposible that 
a combination of all contributions and corrections provides the right answer. 
Such an elaborate construction is not an aesthetically appealing theory. 

3. Baryon poles 

The theoretical scheme3
• 

4
• 

5> which was outlined in the previous chapter can 
serve as a basis for semiempirical fit of the experimental data. In that case the 
quantities appearing in formulae (2.4), (2.6) and (2.8) such as aBIBf are suitably 
parametrized and used as fitting parameters 1 3 - 1 5>. Such scheme, the formula 
(2.5) in particular, includes the 1/2+ baryon poles. Besides those poles, the 1/2 +* 
resonance poles can also contribute 12>. The same holds for 1;2-*, 3/2 +* etc. reso
nance poles 1 3  - 15>. The existing approaches have been roughly summarized in 
Table 2. The contributions of such poles can be either calculated in quark models, 
or parametrized by using suitable fitting parameters. One also encounters some 
combinations of both methods, i. e. the quark models are used as an inspiration 
for the selection of fitting parameters. 

Inclusion of pole terms becomes very interacting when the higher-order QCD 
corrections 16> are taken into the account. (They lead to the results shown in the 
fifth column in Table 1). Unfortunately the description of baryon resonances is 
not sufficiently developed in quark models. Models work probably the best for 
1/2 +* resonances 1 2>. Calculation shows that 1/2 +* poles significantly improve 
the theoretical predictions for B amplitudes, when those predictions are based 
on the one-loop estimate of the hard gluon QCD corrections. With next-to-leading 
QCD corrections 16> one will obviously experience the same problems (See Table 
1) as with 1/2+ poles only. 

In the case of 1;2-* resonances, the quark models did not lead12> to any very 
definitive predictions as the results were to dependent on the type of the model 
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TABLE 2. 

Theoretical decay*> amplitude Remarks 
A = Ac (a,.,B1) + A5 

+ AP ( 1 /2-*) AP (1/2 - *) uncertain 
A (I:!) is not explained 

B = BP (a8181) + B5 
+ BP (l/2H) n- decay works 

A = Ac (a,.,B,) + AP (1/2-*) 
B = BP (aB,,,.1) 
a Bl BJ ,..._, fitting parameters 

A (I:�) is not explained 

3, 4, 5, 12, 

1 7  

14, 1 5  

- -- - -- - - --- -------

A =  Ac (aBlB!) + AP (3 +/2*) 
B = Bz (aa, a,) + BP (3 +/2*) 
five fitted parameters 

A (I: !) is not explained 
n- decay works 
I: + 

-+ PY is explained 
*) QCD enhancement coefficients (2.2) or (2.3). Schematical comparison among theoretical alternatives. 

1 3, 1 5  

used. However they could not satisfy some expected sum-rules. I t  i s  possible that 
112-* poles might resolve some problems illustrated in fifth column in Table 1 .  New QCD corrections seem to  lead to  too-large A amplitudes. Such too 
large A amplitudes, by containing large a BtBf matrix elements, give larger (as needed) B amplitudes. (For example B (A;) is too large, B CI; �) almost exact, and B (L!) is improved). 112-* poles, which contribute to A amplitudes only, can destructively interfere with Ac and A5 terms, leading to smaller values. 
Such semiempirical schemes have been already put forward13 • 1 5 • 2 3>. With 3/2+* pole terms even larger successes were claimed. Ref. 13 could explain major fea
tures of all hyperon decay amplitudes, all B (.Q) decay amplitudes and all I: + � � py  decay amplitudes in terms of five fitted parameters. With assortment of baryon (including resonances) and meson pole terms 15 > even better fitting successes might be possible. 

Some additional theoretical possibilities will be discussed in the following chapter. 

4. Outlook 

Some additional theoretical investigations can be performed even if staying 
within the general theoretical framework3

-
4> which contains quark-models, simple, actually somewhat ancient9>, dynamical >>ansatz<<-es and hadron-gluon QCD corrections. A general, >>strategic<< aim must be the simultaneous explanation of both hyperon-nonleptonic and K � 2n decays. 
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First step must be inclusion of instantons2 1>, which have been used for K-+ 2n 
decays2 2>. In that way one has included some additional, nonperturbative, QCD 
corrections. 

Next should be the improvement in kinematic. The quark models which 
were used 3 - 5 • 1 0· 1 2> give static description of a hadron. Roughly speaking hadron 
is represented as an immovable ball inside which quarks might have a relativistic 
dynamics. In such picture hadron states are not the hadron-momentum eigensta
tes 24> and one cannot calculate recoil effects, i. e. momentum dependent effects. 
Some additional contributions like separable terms (2.6) must be included. The 
meson momentum dependence is especially important for K -+ 2n decays 1 0>, 
where it has to be guessed by a suitable continuation from the current algebra 
results5

•

1 0>. It was based on the factorizable diagrams or on the chiral Lagrangian 
calculations. 2 5>. 

With the static hadron states one cannot calculate the weak vertices contai
ning 3/2 + * states, which appear in the corresponding pole diagram . The matrix 
element of the scalar weak Hamiltonian Hw between static spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 
states does vanish 

->, -+ 

(3/2P = 0 !Hw l 1/2 P = 0) = 0. ( 4. 1) 

However, by using the momentum eigenstates one can calculate the theoretical 
quark-model based, and momentum dependent, value for the vertex used by Ref. 
13 .  It would be interesting to find out wether the empirically found values, obtai
ned as fitted parameters, could be reproduced by quark models. 

The usage of momentum eigenstates is indispensable for the systematic de
scription of K -+ 2n decays. 

More difficult task is to include other Fock-states in the description of had
rons2 6>. Recently the results of the experiments2 1> in deep inelastic scattering 
induced theoretical speculations 2 8> about the importance of higher Fock-states 
containing gluons and qq pairs. Once that is completely understood, one has to 
generalize it to the whole baryon octet involved in the hyperon nonleptonic decays . 

Even if such approximate procedures, as have been discussed here, are once 
superseeded by some more elaborate and fundamental appt oach, they could, if 
successful, retain some value as a quick way to estimate some effects, whose very 
precise calculation would require lengthy procedure starting from the fundamen
tals of QCD and of electroweak theory. 
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TEORETSKI OPIS HIPERONSKIH NONLEPTONSKIH RASPADA 

DUBRAVKO TADIC 
Zavod za teorijsku jiziku, Prirodoslovno-matematicki fakultet, Zagreb 

UDK 539. 1 2  
Originalni znanstveni rad 

Ponovno je istrazen teoretski opis hiperonskih nonleptonskih raspada upotreblja
vajuci nedavno izracunate QCD korekcije viseg reda. Suprotno no sto je nadeno 
kod K __.,.. 2n raspada slaganje sa eksperimentom postane nesto losije. Potrebno 
je ponovno ispitati teoretski pristup. 
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